Set up Google Scholar to recognize you as an NAU student:

Tired of Google Scholar prompting you to pay for articles? Any article that the NAU library has in full text can be made available to you via [Google Scholar](https://scholar.google.com/). Here’s how to set it up:

1. Start at [https://scholar.google.com/](https://scholar.google.com/)
2. Once there, click the “Settings” link.
3. Click “Library links”
Once you’ve set your link up, when you do a search in Google Scholar, you’ll be able to access NAU content freely:

Search for National American University (and any other libraries with which you are affiliated) to add it to your link list.

Save your preferences (and turn on cookies to keep them saved).

If the full text is available from the NAU Library, you’ll see a link like this - click it to access the item!